Histórico

Founded in October 1974 by a group of Mozambican immigrants, RADIOMAR is one of the
most traditional Sales and Services companies in the Brazilian Marine Electronics.

Surpassing natural obstacles of any beginning of activity, the early years were full of
challenges. Beating these obstacles, led the company to act in a winning way, driven not by
strategy to adapt, but to anticipate the different market conditions, often adverse and
destabilizing.

In the first decade, RADIOMAR experienced the Market of Professional Fishing, at that time
on the rise, in the building of fishing vessels for the Brazilian market and mainly to be exported
for different countries. It was then that Petrobras contracted to Brazilian Ship-owners the first
Supply Vessels to be built in Brazil.

Foreseeing a market in full expansion, RADIOMAR concentrated its efforts in both markets,
Professional Fishing and Supply Vessels, getting an excellent return. At that time, on many
occasions, RADIOMAR came to equip 100% of fishing vessels and support vessels under
construction in all shipyards in all Brazilian States.

In the mid-80's RADIOMAR, anticipated to the market trend and successfully introduced
FURUNO equipment in the Pleasure Boats segment. At the same time, RADIOMAR bring in the
new complimentary products, which included Satellite Communications Equipment.

In the 1990s, the constant changes of the Brazilian economy forced RADIOMAR, to be a
polyvalent company. Even in these conditions, RADIOMAR was capable to maintain the growth
trajectory and constant technical evolution.

Today, having already completed 40 years in the market, we can say that the company is one
of the largest and most competent in the market, having raised large and loyal partners.
RADIOMAR Strengthened its activities with its customers in providing complete Navigation and
Communication Systems, keeping FURUNO as main line of equipment. The accumulated
expertise in these four decades has made it possible to extend the portfolio of RADIOMAR to
Satellite Tracking Systems, Satellite Communications VSAT and INMARSAT as well as TVRO
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Systems, representing in this Country most of the leading manufacturers.

RADIOMAR is the leading Systems Integrators for VSAT (MULTSAT) according to the
demands of Petrobras (Annex V) for Support Vessels in activity in the Offshore Brazilian coast.

RADIOMAR is now moving towards to provide complex External and Internal Communication
Systems for Oil Platforms as Drill Rigs, FPSOs, offering complete solutions (turnkey).
Although the quick evolution of the company, RADIOMAR always continues to bring in their
work all the tradition and seriousness that are his trademarks since the beginning of operations.
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